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CHAPTER 2

INVESTIGATING HORMONES  
AND LATERALIZATION 

IN HUMANS AND OTHER ANIMALS
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ABSTRACT

Steroid hormones have been proposed to influence the development of lateralization of brain 
and behaviour. We briefly describe the available hypotheses explaining this influence. These 
are all based on human data. However, experimental testing is almost exclusively limited to 
other animal models. As a consequence, different research fields investigate the relationship 
between steroid hormones and lateralization, all using different techniques and study 
species. The aim of this chapter is to present an overview of available techniques to study 
this relationship with an interdisciplinary approach. To this end we describe the basics of 
hormone secretion and mechanisms of action for androgens, estrogens, progesterone and 
corticosteroids. Next, general issues related to hormone sampling and hormone assays are 
discussed. We then present a critical overview of correlational and experimental methods 
to study the influence of prenatal and postnatal hormones on lateralization. These methods 
include hormone measurement in amniotic fluid, saliva, urine, faeces, and blood plasma or 
serum of fetus, mother and umbilical cord. We also discuss hormone mediated maternal 
effects, the manipulation of hormone levels in the embryo or mother, hormone treatment in 
persons with Gender Dysphoria, and the 2D:4D finger length ratio as a proxy for prenatal 
testosterone exposure. We argue that lateralization can and should be studied at different 
levels of organization. Namely, structural and functional brain lateralization, perception 
and cognition, lateralized motor output and performance. We present tests for these 
different levels and argue that keeping these levels apart is important, as well as realizing 
that lateralization and the hormonal influence on it may be different at different levels, for 
different functions and different species. We conclude that the study of hormonal influences 
on lateralization of brain and behaviour has not yet exploited the knowledge and wide 
array of techniques currently available, leaving an interesting research field substantially 
underexplored. 
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INVESTIGATING EFFECTS OF STEROID 
HORMONES ON LATERALIZATION 

OF BRAIN AND BEHAVIOUR

Beking, T., Geuze, R.H., Groothuis, T.G.G., 2017. Investigating Effects 
of Steroid Hormones on Lateralization of Brain and Behaviour, in: 
Rogers, L., Vallortigara, G. (Eds.), Lateralized Brain Functions - 

Methods in Human and Non-Human Species. Springer, 633–666.

INTRODUCTION

Lateralization is a fundamental aspect of the organization of brain and behaviour throughout the 
animal kingdom, but the development of brain lateralization is not yet well understood. Brain 
lateralization differs in some aspects between males and females in several species (Pfannkuche et 
al., 2009). This suggests that sexual differentiation is responsible for the differences between males 
and females. Sexual differentiation, including differentiation of the brain, is influenced by steroid 
hormones, primarily from gonadal origin (Cooke et al., 1998). Therefore, gonadal hormones are 
thought to influence the development of brain lateralization as well. However, whether this is really 
the case remains an open question, as the underlying mechanisms are still elusive. 

The influence of gonadal hormones on the development of brain lateralization is studied in different 
research fields, including biology, endocrinology, psychology and neuroscience. These research 
fields use different concepts, methods and study species. Moreover, the latter differ in aspects of their 
endocrine systems, the process of sexual differentiation, brain structures and lateralised functions. 
These differences are at the same time a strength as well as a weakness. The different research fields 
offer the strength of a more integrative explanation, in which different approaches can be used to 
complement each other. This may also clarify how Darwinian evolution has shaped the differences 
between species in relation to life history traits. However, the results from one species may not be 
transferred automatically to explain phenomena in other species. 

The aim of this chapter is to present a comprehensive overview of the methods used to investigate the 
influence of steroid hormones on the development of brain lateralization, including the advantages 
and disadvantages of each method. To this end, we start with a very brief outline of why genetic 
factors alone are not a sufficient explanation for the developmental process, and what other factors 
might be involved. In order to provide the reader with an adequate background in relevant aspects 
of endocrinology, we discuss some principles of the underlying endocrine systems, and we show 
which different explanatory models exist for potential hormonal effects. Next, we discuss relevant 
methodological sampling and assay issues, and we discuss many correlational and experimental 
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methods to measure steroid hormones prenatally or postnatally. Finally, we will explain that the 
relationship between hormones and lateralization can be measured at different levels, and we will 
point out future perspectives. 

THE SCOPE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES

Brain lateralization is caused by an interplay between genes, other internal factors and the 
environment (Schaafsma et al., 2009). Genes are never the only factor affecting development 
because they need to be expressed and transcribed in continuous interaction with other internal and 
external factors. Therefore, even in cases in which genes are demonstrated to affect development, 
other factors cannot be excluded. This can be clearly demonstrated in sexual differentiation in 
species with sex chromosomes, where factors other than genes, such as gonadal hormones, are 
indispensable for proper development. In addition, the influence of hormones opens the possibility 
that hormonal signals from sources other than the embryo itself, such as from the mother, siblings, 
or environmental pollution, affect the developmental process. Therefore, purely genetic models 
explaining variation in brain lateralization inevitably offer an incomplete explanation of the 
mechanisms underlying the developmental process and its potential plasticity.

Models of the genetic influence on brain lateralization derive primarily from psychological studies 
on handedness in humans. In humans, roughly 90% of the population is right-handed, and a 
minority of about 10% is left-handed with 1-2% being ambidextrous (Hardyck and Petrinovich, 
1977). The classical Mendelian model (Jordan, 1911) with a recessive allele for left-handedness was 
discarded, as two left-handed parents frequently produce right-handed offspring. Several other 
models were postulated that fit most of the heritability data for handedness in humans, including 
the fact that monozygotic twins can differ in handedness. These models assume an interplay of two 
alleles that determine handedness: one dominant allele codes for right handedness, and another 
recessive allele randomly codes for left- or right-handedness (Annett, 2002, 1985, 1972; Klar, 1996; 
McManus, 1999, 1985). Although the models are elegant, they are post hoc explanations since 
the models were made to fit the prevalence of left- and right-handedness in the population. More 
importantly, the models are not supported by human genome data (Corballis, 2014; Schaafsma et 
al., 2009; Somers et al., 2015). In addition, some of these models still leave substantial room for as yet 
unexplained environmental factors affecting lateralization. For an extensive review on this topic see 
(Schaafsma et al., 2009). More recently, parent-offspring regressions have established the heritability 
of handedness at around 50% (Lien et al., 2015). These data indicate much scope for factors other 
than genes affecting handedness. Moreover, such studies cannot exclude parental effects, being 
environmental effects for the offspring, affecting the heritability estimate. Interestingly, handedness 
is associated with polymorphism of the androgen receptor gene (Arning et al., 2015), suggesting 
indeed that hormones contribute to lateralization of the brain. 

Several lines of evidence suggest environmental effects on development of brain lateralization. For 
example, prenatal head position and asymmetrical light input (birds and fish), early postnatal head 
position (humans), handedness of the foster mother (chimpanzees), visual lateralization of peers 
(chickens), and preterm birth and pathological factors like congenital hemiplegia, have all been 
demonstrated to affect brain or behavioural lateralization (for a review see Schaafsma et al., 2009). 
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There is now evidence that prenatal steroid hormones affect several aspects of brain lateralization 
in humans and other animals (reviewed in Pfannkuche et al., 2009). Below we first provide an 
introduction into the field of gonadal hormones, next discuss hypotheses on how they may influence 
lateralization, and then embark on a discussion of the relevant methodology for further studies. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO STEROID HORMONES

To understand how hormones might affect brain lateralization, it is necessary to know the basics 
of hormone secretion and mechanisms of action. This basic information can be found in several 
textbooks (Adkins-Regan, 2005; Nelson, 2005). The following paragraphs summarize the 
information that is relevant for this chapter.

There are hundreds of hormones in the animal kingdom and the endocrine system has been 
conserved in evolution to a great extent among vertebrates. Although vertebrate taxa differ in 
details of metabolic pathways, carrier proteins and receptor distributions for these hormones, the 
overlap among the taxa is much larger than the differences. Thus, the information in this chapter 
is generally applicable a wide range of species. This chapter focuses on the steroid hormones 
testosterone, progesterone, estrogen and cortisol. These steroid hormones have been found to 
affect brain development, possibly including brain lateralization. This does not exclude other 
steroid hormones being important for the development of brain lateralization. Steroid hormones 
are produced from cholesterol and the metabolic pathway includes many steps and metabolites. 
Although many metabolites have been considered to be biological inactive precursors, evidence 
is accumulating that their assumed inactivity might be at least partially incorrect. In addition, 
several non-steroid hormones are known to be important for brain development, such as thyroid 
hormones and neuroendocrine factors, but their potential influence on brain lateralization has, to 
our knowledge, hardly been studied. 

The brain can be seen as the main controller of all steroid hormone production in the body, but 
is itself also an endocrine gland, as it is able to produce these hormones in specific brain areas. 
Nevertheless, the major production pathway is the following. The hypothalamus, located at 
the base of the brain, is the major link between the nervous system and the endocrine system, 
translating internal and environmental information into hormone production. The hypothalamus 
releases hormones that signal to the anterior pituitary. The anterior pituitary is located just below 
the hypothalamus and releases luteinizing hormones (LH), follicle stimulating hormones (FSH) 
and adrenocorticotropic hormones (ACTH), that in turn stimulate other endocrine glands in the 
periphery of the body, such as the gonads and the adrenal glands. The hormones of these glands 
influence brain and behaviour, and also provide negative feedback in order to inform the brain and 
to control current hormone production (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1   Schematic representation of steroid hormone production in the gonads (left) and the 
adrenals (right), see text. 
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Figure 2   Simplified scheme of the metabolic pathway of the steroid hormones discussed in this paper.

Steroid hormones are signalling molecules that can greatly influence brain and behaviour. The 
endocrine glands synthesize steroid hormones from cholesterol and release them into the blood. 
The majority of the hormones bind to a carrier protein called ‘globulin’ and travel through the 
body until they arrive at target tissue. After separation from the carrier protein and binding to the 
receptor, the hormone enters through the cell membrane into the cell. There, the steroid hormone 
can be converted to other hormones and is transported into the cell nucleus to induce mRNA 
transcription. The mRNA is translated into proteins or enzymes that produce a physiological 
response. In this way, steroid hormones can affect a wide array of processes, including brain 
development and brain lateralization. The genomic action via these receptors is relatively slow. 
However, more recently, some of the steroid hormones, such as estradiol, have been found to induce 
action in the organisms on a very much faster time scale, by acting directly on the membrane of 
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neurons (Seredynski et al., 2015). This way, action is induced in the timeframe of minutes, instead 
of hours or even days. 

Figure 2 depicts a simplified scheme of the metabolic pathway of the steroid hormones discussed in 
this paper. Progesterone, androgens and estrogens are often called “sex hormones”. Although they 
are not specific for one sex, the sexes produce these in different quantities. They are all synthesized 
from cholesterol. Progesterone is an important precursor for sex steroid hormones in vertebrates, 
although androgens and estrogens can also be produced via an alternative pathway. 

Each hormone has its own affinity to specific receptors and induces its own specific effects. We 
briefly discuss here the most important ones. Progesterone is involved in mating behaviour and 
pregnancy especially in mammals, affects sperm behaviour, blocks receptors for the mineral 
corticoids and interacts with estrogens. The most important androgens are androstenedione, 
dihydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), testosterone and dihydrotestosterone. Androgens are primarily 
produced by the gonads and all act on the same androgen receptor. Their main functions are 
development of male secondary sex characteristics, muscle development, spermatogenesis, 
facilitating aggressive and sexual behaviour, boldness, risk taking and alertness. Androgens also 
induce changes in the nervous system, both during development and in adulthood. Androgens are 
often crucial for proper sexual differentiation, but how and to what extent differs strongly among 
species. Many of these functions are, also in males, induced by the conversion of androstenedione 
or testosterone to estradiol, often locally in the brain. The important enzyme for this conversion is 
aromatase.

Androstenedione is produced by the gonads, but can be produced by the adrenal glands too. It is 
converted by the enzyme 17betaHSD to other androgens or by aromatase to estrogens in the gonads 
and other tissues, including the brain. Androstenedione has a low affinity to the androgen receptor 
and is primarily a prohormone for testosterone, dihydrotestosterone and estrogens (see Figure 2).  
Testosterone has a high affinity to the androgen receptor and can be converted to estrogens as 
well. Dihydrotestosterone has an even higher affinity to the androgen receptor than testosterone. 
Dihydrotestosterone is an androgen that cannot be converted to estradiol and can therefore be used 
to test whether effects of androgens are mediated by only the androgen receptor or also estrogen 
receptors. In fish, dihydrotestosterone is replaced by 11-keto-testosterone, which strongly affects 
secondary sexual characteristics. Lastly, dehydroepiandosterone (DHEA) is an androgen that is 
not directly converted from androstenedione, but via testosterone. Initially this hormone was 
somewhat overlooked, but more recently it has been demonstrated that dehydroepiandosterone has 
some biological relevance too as a weak androgen (Eberling and Koivisto, 1994; Nair et al., 2006; 
Soma, 2006). 

Estrogens are secreted by the gonads but are also produced in a wide variety of tissues, including 
the liver and the brain. The active form 17-beta-estradiol contributes to the development and 
maintenance of female sex characteristics and sexual behaviour, but also has effects on bone 
condition, fat deposition and neuroprotection. There are two different receptors for estrogens, 
alpha and beta, with different thresholds and distributions.
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Both sexes produce biologically active androgens and estrogens, but the distribution and density 
of the relevant receptors differ, as well as circulating concentrations of androgens and estrogens. 
Males have higher levels of testosterone and dihydrotestosterone, and lower levels of estrogens and 
androstenedione than females. Circulating levels of these hormones can vary more rapidly than 
previously thought, within 10 minutes, depending on environmental, mostly social, factors. 

The steroid hormones cortisol and corticosterone are glucocorticoids. Humans and primates 
primarily secrete cortisol, whereas birds, reptiles and some mammalian species such as rats secrete 
a similar hormone “corticosterone”. Cortisol and corticosterone are primarily - but not exclusively -  
secreted in the adrenal cortex (for example, they are also produced by the immune system). 
Like sex steroid hormones, they are produced under the influence of hormonal signals from the 
hypothalamus and pituitary, on which they exert a negative feedback (see Figure 1), and induce 
genomic and non-genomic actions. Cortisol and corticosterone have two main functions. The 
first function is their role in stressful situations. Cortisol and corticosterone are produced in only 
a few minutes after an environmental stressor. They affect metabolism by stimulating production 
of glucose (gluconeogenesis), mobilize immune-acids and breakdown fat tissue to release energy 
for emergency actions, including rapid decisions in the brain. The second important function is 
the regulation of the immune defence, for example by stimulating anti-inflammatory effects. They 
also play a role in development, such as lung maturation. Cortisol and corticosterone affect the 
brain by mediation of emotion-based learning, induction of long-term potentiation and adaptation 
of structures in the hippocampus, amygdala and frontal areas. Some studies suggest that cortisol 
and corticosterone are involved in sexual differentiation of the brain as well (Anderson et al., 1985; 
Kaiser et al., 2003; Weinstock, 2007). 

Historically, the effects of sex hormones on development have been classified into “organizing 
effects” and “activating effects”. Although in 1985 Arnold & Breedlove had already reported that 
the distinction between the two effects is not absolute, the distinction in the literature still remains. 
Organizing effects consist of structural changes, are permanent and generally occur before or just 
after birth during a sensitive period. Activating effects are additional to the organizing effects, are 
temporary or reversible and can occur during the whole lifespan (Arnold and Breedlove, 1985; 
McCarthy and Arnold, 2011). Most vertebrates have a sensitive period before or just after birth. 
Evidence is now accumulating that there could be other sensitive periods for organizational effects 
of sex hormones on the brain later in life. In humans and rodents puberty could be such a period 
(Romeo, 2003). 

THEORIES REGARDING STEROID HORMONES AND LATERALIZATION

There are three main theories on the influence of prenatal testosterone on brain lateralization. All 
three propose organizational effects of prenatal testosterone on brain lateralization in humans, but 
are at least partially applicable to other animals as well. Testosterone has been involved in these 
theories because it plays a major role in sexual differentiation in mammals including humans, and 
because of the small but consistent sex differences in human behavioural and cognitive lateralization.

The first theory is the sexual differentiation theory (Hines and Shipley, 1984). This theory proposes 
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that higher prenatal testosterone levels lead to a more masculine pattern of lateralization. Human 
males and females differ in several aspects of lateralization, males being less strongly right- and 
more strongly left-handed, more strongly lateralised for spatial orientation and less for language 
functions, whereas the performance of these lateralised functions also differs (slightly) between the 
sexes (for a review see Pfannkuche et al., 2009). 

The second theory by Geschwind and Galaburda (1985) states that higher levels of prenatal exposure 
to testosterone delay growth of parts of the left hemisphere, resulting in compensatory growth of 
the homologue regions in the right hemisphere.

The third theory is the Corpus Callosum theory of Witelson and Nowakowski (1991). This theory 
is based on correlational evidence that prenatal exposure to testosterone, at least in males, induces 
pruning of the neural connections in the corpus callosum. The corpus callosum is the main 
connection between the hemispheres. Prenatal testosterone would reduce crosstalk between the 
hemispheres, and thereby increase the strength of lateralization (Witelson and Nowakowski, 1991).

These three theories lead to different predictions about the effect of prenatal testosterone on 
lateralization. The sexual differentiation theory is function specific as it is limited to those functions 
in which the sexes differ, whereas the Geschwind and Galaburda theory predicts a more overall 
effect of androgens on the strength or even the direction of lateralization. The Corpus Callosum 
theory specifically concerns the strength of lateralization. 

Besides these proposed organizational effects, testosterone could also have activating effects on 
lateralization of cognitive and behavioural processes. There are as yet, however, no well-defined theories 
about the mechanisms underlying such activating effects. Since testosterone can be metabolized 
to dihydrotestosterone and estradiol, these hormones may be part of the assumed underlying 
mechanism, but this has never been addressed. Although a few experiments with glucocorticoids 
have been conducted (Freire et al., 2006; Henriksen et al., 2013), no clear theory on the effect of 
these hormones on brain lateralization has emerged yet. Furthermore, all three theories have been 
both supported and challenged by correlational and experimental data (see Pfannkuche et al., 2009).  
It is not the aim of this chapter to review or discuss these data. Rather, we will discuss the proper 
methodologies for further testing, addressing the pros and cons of different techniques and different 
animal models.

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HORMONE SAMPLING

SAMPLING ISSUES

A proper measurement of hormone concentrations is crucial for both correlational and experimental 
studies. In most cases hormone concentrations are measured in blood plasma. Mostly for 
convenience, hormone concentrations are also measured in saliva, urine or faeces. 
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PLASMA concentrations of hormones can fluctuate rapidly. This is both an advantage (for example 
when studying effects of environmental stimuli or correlations with variations in behaviour) and a 
disadvantage (may be unreliable as a measure of basal levels). Each hormone has its specific response 
curves and sensitivity to environmental influences, such as time of the day, the estrous cycle in 
females, social factors and stressors. It is therefore important to carefully select the timing of the 
samples and to avoid confounding influences. For example, the response of stress hormones (cortisol 
and corticosterone) to an external trigger is only 3 minutes, and for gonadal hormones this is about 
15 minutes. To control for this, the time interval between approaching the individual or cage and 
taking the actual blood sample should always be registered and used as a covariate in the analyses. 

SALIVA samples show a delay in hormone concentrations of about 15 minutes relative to plasma 
samples, but have the advantage that the method of sampling is non-invasive. A major concern is 
that the measurement is sensitive to type and timing of food intake relative to the time of sampling. 
A rule of thumb is that the subject should not have eaten or drunk in the hour before sampling. 
Another concern is that the type of swabs used for sampling can interfere with the assay; for 
example, do not use cotton swabs when sampling estrogen. For reviews see (Shirtcliff et al., 2001).

URINE OR FAECAL samples are suitable when studying long-term exposure, but this method is 
fraught with even more difficulties. The metabolites in the samples are more indirect measures with 
a poorer time solution than plasma or saliva samples, and the time course of the metabolites depends 
on diet and differs between species. The hormones in faeces or urine are metabolized extensively to 
other hormones and hormone conjugates, so that extensive validation is needed. This can be done by 
injecting a labelled hormone into the organism, and then sampling the urine or faeces over the next 
24 hours. Extensive determination of all possible metabolites that show up as labelled forms will 
then show which metabolites should be measured as a potential reflection of the target hormone, 
and in what time frame, the latter being dependent on the species and the kind of food ingested. 
Techniques to determine metabolites from labelled forms are for example high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) or liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS). 

Faecal sampling has the disadvantage that it shows a much dampened dynamic over time. On the 
other side, it has the advantage that it is less sensitive to environmentally induced fluctuations, 
showing integration over a longer time-interval, such as at least a few hours. For an excellent review 
see (Goymann, 2005). Even a much longer time integration is provided by measuring hormones in 
hair or feathers, which has now become available for corticosterone and cortisol (Cook, 2012; Gow 
et al., 2010). 

In all methods one should realise that the measured hormone concentrations do not necessary 
reflect the organism’s exposure. In most analyses the free and bound fraction are measured together, 
whereas only the free fraction is biologically active and its proportion can fluctuate rapidly. Moreover, 
the biological effect is determined by both the conversion to other hormones and receptor densities 
that all fluctuate too, and sometimes also by synergistic effects of other hormones. This becomes 
even more problematic when measuring hormones in the egg or amniotic fluid, as the timing of 
uptake and excretion of the hormone is often unclear.
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ASSAY ISSUES

The hormone concentrations of blood plasma, saliva, faeces, urine, hair or feathers can be 
determined by several techniques (Cook, 2012; von Engelhardt and Groothuis, 2005). Usually, 
the samples have to be extracted so that substances other than hormones do not disturb the 
measurement. By using different extraction methods on the same sample (such as different solutions 
one after the other over the same column), multiple hormones can be measured in the same sample, 
as the different hormones elute differently due to differences in polarity. Since such extractions are 
never complete, it is important to measure the extraction efficiency or recoveries by adding a known 
quantity of a labelled target hormone and measuring the quantity after extraction (von Engelhardt 
and Groothuis, 2005). The measured concentrations should then be corrected for the loss of the 
hormone (% recovery) during extraction.

The classical extraction methods using columns packed with celite or commercially available 
columns are relatively cheap but time consuming. After extraction, the hormone concentration 
is determined by radio-immuno assays (RIA) or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). 
The first method has the disadvantage that in many countries strict regulations are in place for 
working with radioactive material. The second method has the disadvantage that variation among 
different assays of the same samples can be relatively large. Both methods have the pitfall that the 
antibody may not only bind to the target hormone, but also other substances by cross-reactions. 
These cross-reactivities, or “specificities”, are usually reported by the manufacturer. However, when 
using sample material for which the assay was not designed, such as material other than human or 
rodent blood plasma, this information may not be correct. 

In contrast to the classical extraction methods, modern methods use liquid or gas chromatography (LC 
and GC) followed by mass spectrometry (MS). This allows precise determination of the many hormonal 
components in the sample in a rapid way, but the equipment is much more expensive. It is noteworthy 
that LC-MS and GC-MS generally result in much lower concentrations of the hormone than the more 
classical methods. This is important not only for comparing the results of different methods, labs, or 
meta-analyses, but also for determining the physiological dosage for hormone manipulations. 

Regardless of the assay used, it is important to add different known quantities of the target hormone 
to calibrate the procedure. One should always determine and report the intra-assay variation. In 
case more than one assay has been used, the inter-assay variation should be determined as well.

THE STUDY OF PRENATAL EFFECTS

The early influence of hormones can be studied by correlations between prenatal hormone levels and 
the lateralization of brain and behaviour at a later stage of life, and by experimental manipulation to 
determine causal relationships. 
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CORRELATIONAL METHODS

Blood samples from the fetus

The most direct way to measure prenatal hormones would be to take a blood sample from the fetus. 
In humans this is not an option due to ethical reasons, but in birds and non-human mammals this 
has been done by dissection (e.g. Pfannkuche et al., 2011; vom Saal, 1990). In a very early stage 
of gestation, the hormone production of the mother determines the (low) hormone levels in the 
fetus. This is the case in all placental animals, but also in some egg laying species in which the yolk 
hormones are determined by the mother. Rather soon the fetus starts producing its own hormones 
(Winter et al., 1977). At that stage, the blood sample of the fetus reflects fetal hormone production, 
and potentially maternal hormones too. Preferably, the blood is sampled during the sensitive time 
that prenatal hormones affect brain development, which is different for different species. It often 
starts halfway through embryonic development or later and may extend during early postnatal 
development. Moreover, prenatal hormone production fluctuates strongly during fetal development 
(for birds, see references in Pfannkuche et al., 2011; for mammals see Wilson and Davies, 2007). 
The timing of the sensitive period differs between species, but generally coincides with the time that 
testosterone production peaks. 

Amniotic fluid

The preferred method to measure prenatal hormone levels is via amniocentesis, because direct 
sampling of fetal blood plasma is generally not possible due to ethical or practical constraints. 
During amniocentesis in mammals, a needle is inserted through the wall of the abdomen and the 
uterus into the amniotic sac, whereby a small amount of amniotic fluid is taken. The amniotic 
fluid contains waste products of the fetus, like hormones and their metabolites. In humans, an 
amniocentesis is only performed when there is a medical indication, for example age of the mother, 
genetic predisposition to specific diseases or disturbed development of the fetus. In other mammals 
amniocentesis is most often performed for research purposes and can be repeated several times. In 
humans the timing of amniocentesis coincides with the sensitive period (14-18th week) that steroid 
hormones affect brain differentiation (Knickmeyer and Baron-Cohen, 2006). 

Hormones excreted by the fetus via fetal urine are the major contributor to the sex hormones in 
amniotic fluid from the second trimester onwards in humans (Judd et al., 1976; Schindler, 1982). 
The major argument for this conclusion is that in humans sex differences in steroid hormone levels 
are found in the amniotic fluid but not in the maternal blood (Van de Beek et al., 2004). Male 
fetuses have higher testosterone (Finegan et al., 1989; Judd et al., 1976; Van de Beek et al., 2004) 
and androstenedione levels (Van de Beek et al., 2004) in the amniotic fluid than female fetuses, and 
female fetuses have higher estradiol levels in the amniotic fluid than male fetuses (Robinson et al., 
1977; Van de Beek et al., 2004). Moreover, few correlations between hormone levels in the amniotic 
fluid and maternal serum or umbilical cord have been found (Van de Beek et al., 2004). This is 
probably due to the fact that the interface between the circulation of the mother and the fetus, the 
placenta, is a highly active endocrine organ that produces hormones itself and converts maternal 
hormones to their metabolites.
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Blood, urine or saliva from the mother during pregnancy

Another strategy that is used to infer prenatal hormone exposure levels of the fetus is to collect 
urine, blood or saliva from the mother during pregnancy. The big advantage is that sampling does 
not interfere with the pregnancy and can be repeated to see the hormonal fluctuations over time. 
However, the important downside is that, as mentioned above, the endocrine role of the placenta in 
mammals and the fetus‘ own hormonal production disturbs any correlation between maternal and 
fetal hormone exposure levels. Indeed, the testosterone peak of male fetuses is not reflected in the 
maternal blood (Sikich and Todd, 1988). 

The above should not be taken as evidence that maternal hormones do not reach the fetus. One way 
to investigate the amount of maternal hormone that reaches the fetus is to inject the mother or the 
egg yolk with labelled hormones, which are subsequently measured in the fetus. There is increasing 
evidence that they do reach the fetus in both placental and non-placental animals and affect offspring 
development in humans and other animals (for a review see Groothuis and von Engelhardt, 2005; 
including lateralization see Schaafsma and Groothuis, 2012). However, maternal levels should not 
be used to estimate total embryonic exposure of steroid hormones once the embryo is capable of 
producing its own hormones. We therefore do not recommend using maternal hormone levels to 
estimate fetal steroid levels.

Umbilical cord blood

The umbilical cord is the connection between the developing fetus and the placenta in mammals, 
consisting of a vein and one or more arteries. The umbilical vein provides the fetus with fresh blood 
from the placenta, rich in oxygen and nutrients. The heart of the fetus pumps the blood back to 
the placenta via the umbilical arteries. Hormones in the fetus’ circulation can be modified by the 
placenta, the production in the adrenals or gonads of the fetus, and their metabolism in its tissues. 

One study measured testosterone levels in the umbilical artery, vein, and amniotic fluid multiple 
times during pregnancy in piglets (1980). Male fetuses had higher testosterone levels in the umbilical 
artery than females at all measurements. Testosterone levels were much higher in the umbilical artery 
than in the vein. In addition, testosterone levels in the amniotic fluid reflected the testosterone levels 
in the umbilical artery, but not the umbilical vein. This indicates that fetal testosterone levels are 
better represented in the umbilical artery than in the umbilical vein. However, in most animals, the 
umbilical vein is sampled as this is larger than the artery. 

In the study of Ford (Ford, 1980), the umbilical cord was sampled during pregnancy . However, 
in most studies, the umbilical cord is sampled just after birth. It is important to realize that the 
timing of the sampling of the umbilical blood, just after birth, is not always optimal. Firstly, this 
may not be the sensitive period for prenatal hormones affecting brain lateralization, as this is species 
specific. Secondly, there is no (Ford, 1980) or low to moderate (Van de Beek et al., 2004) correlation 
between testosterone levels in the prenatal amniotic fluid and in the umbilical blood collected at 
birth. Thirdly, a lot of hormones are released during labour, which could influence the hormone 
levels measured in the umbilical cord. It may be concluded that umbilical cord blood hormone 
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levels are of limited value in the study of the development of lateralization. 

2D:4D finger length ratio

The 2D:4D finger length ratio is widely used as an estimate of the level of prenatal testosterone. To 
calculate the 2D:4D finger length ratio, the length of the right index finger is divided by the length 
of the right ring finger in humans. The fingers are measured from the middle of the bottom crease 
of the finger to the tip of the finger. The 2D:4D finger length ratio shows a small but consistent sex 
difference with smaller ratios in males. 

High finger length ratios are assumed to be negatively related to prenatal testosterone levels. The 
idea that the 2D:4D finger length ratio could be an estimate of prenatal testosterone comes from the 
finding that the Hox genes both control the growth of the finger bones and the sexual differentiation 
of the gonads (Hönekopp et al., 2007). The 2D:4D ratio is not related to adult sex hormone levels 
(see review Hönekopp et al., 2007). 

Since the formulation of this theory in 1998 by Manning and colleagues an enormous amount of 
research has used the 2D:4D finger length ratio as an estimate of prenatal testosterone exposure. 
However, the validity of the 2D:4D finger length ratio as an estimate of prenatal testosterone level 
is heavily debated. Hönekopp et al. (2007) list eight indirect lines of evidence to support that the 
2D:4D ratio may be a valid marker of prenatal testosterone exposure. However, they also make the 
reservation that the ratio may not be a very accurate marker, and that more longitudinal studies 
directly comparing prenatal testosterone with the ratio values later in life are needed. Putz et al. 
(2004) reviewed literature on 2D:4D ratio as a predictor of the degree of expression of sexually 
dimorphic and other sex-hormone mediated traits. Subsequently they tested the relationship 
between 57 traits claimed to be related to the 2D:4D ratio. Of all the traits, they found only a 
correlation between sexual orientation for both sexes and the left hand ratio.

Only two studies have directly tested and published the relationship between prenatal testosterone 
levels and the 2D:4D ratio. Lutchmaya et al. (2004) found a significant negative relationship between 
the testosterone/estradiol ratio measured in amniotic fluid and the 2D:4D finger length ratio of the 
right hand in 29 participants 2 years old, and this was independent of sex. However, the explained 
variance of the prenatal testosterone/estradiol ratio on the 2D:4D ratio was only 27%. Moreover, 
no relationship between prenatal testosterone or estradiol and the 2D:4D finger ratio was found, 
and none for the left hand ratio of these hormones. So, this article is generally used as support for 
the relation between prenatal testosterone and the 2D:4D finger length ratio, but the support is 
actually weak. Ventura et al. (2013) also reported that finger length ratio is negatively correlated 
with prenatal testosterone, but only in females. In a model taking into account the mother’s finger 
length ratio and prenatal testosterone concentration, the addition of prenatal testosterone explained 
only about 10% of the variance. 

The 2D:4D ratio has also been calculated in non-human primates, rodents and birds. Some sex 
differences in this ratio were found in gorillas and chimpanzees (McFadden and Bracht, 2005). In 
rodents (Auger et al., 2013; Dean and Sharpe, 2013) and birds (Nagy et al., 2016; Romano et al., 
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2005; Ruuskanen et al., 2011), prenatal hormone manipulations were conducted by injection in ovo 
to test the assumption that the digit ratios are under the influence of prenatal testosterone, but the 
results are not at all consistent. In conclusion, there is some evidence for a relationship between 
prenatal testosterone and the finger length ratio. However, the explained variance is very low and 
results are inconclusive and seem mostly applicable to females. Accurate measurement of the digit 
ratios is difficult as the finger length differences are minute. Measurement of total prenatal exposure 
to hormones during the sensitive period is difficult too, and has been estimated until now by a single 
sample within this period. Furthermore, it is likely that a considerable bias in the literature toward 
results supporting the relevance of digit ratios exists. Therefore we conclude that this index is not a 
reliable index of prenatal exposure to testosterone.

Intra-uterine position

In several mammalian species in which the mother produces large litter sizes, such as mice, gerbils 
and pigs, hormone exposure in utero depends on the position of the embryo relative to its brothers 
and sisters. Males positioned in between two females develop a different phenotype than males 
in between brothers, and the same is true for females. This is because male embryos produce 
testosterone which also reaches their neighbouring embryos. There is an extensive body of literature 
on this phenomenon, demonstrating differences in hormone exposure as well as effects on many 
aspects of the adult phenotype such as behaviour, hormone production, reproduction (mice: 
Zielinski et al., 1992; gerbils: Clark and Galef, 1998), and uro-genital distance (a measurement of 
masculinisation). To what extend a similar phenomenon occurs in humans is as yet not completely 
clear. This can be studied by comparing same sex and opposite sex twins. The results suggest that 
in some aspects females are influenced by their brother’s testosterone but more research is needed 
(Tapp et al., 2011).

The measurement of uro-genital distance provides an ideal case for the study of the relation between 
prenatal testosterone exposure and lateralization. Since uro-genital distance is related to prenatal 
testosterone exposure and the intra-uterine position, this simple measurement might be taken as an 
indirect measurement of prenatal hormone exposure and be related to lateralization. This approach 
has to our knowledge not yet been applied. 

Hormone mediated maternal effects

In many animal species, ranging from insects to humans, mothers bestow their offspring with 
maternal steroid hormones. This occurs prenatally, either by depositing hormones in the egg, or 
by transferring hormones during pregnancy via the placenta. Mothers differ in the amount of 
hormones they pass on to their offspring, which often depends on the environment experienced 
by the mother during reproduction (for a review see Groothuis and von Engelhardt, 2005). This 
potentially offers the possibility of manipulating the environment and to assess the effect of these 
maternal hormones on lateralization of the offspring. However, since the hormone exposure of 
the embryo is not simply a reflection of the hormone concentrations circulating in the mother (see 
above and Okuliarova et al., 2011), this approach has clear limitations. In humans the relationships 
between maternal hormones and lateralization of offspring can be studied in mothers with deviating 
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testosterone concentrations (e.g. congenital adrenal hypoplasia (CAH) mothers, leading to an excess 
of testosterone) or from offspring lacking the androgen receptor. The potential problem here is that 
these data come from pathological cases and might be confounded by factors other than exposure 
to testosterone only (e.g. in de case of CAH the decrease in glucocorticoid production), or do not 
reflect normal variation. However, direct manipulation of embryonic exposure to these hormones 
is to some extent possible as will be discussed below. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES: MANIPULATION OF HORMONE LEVELS

There is currently a wide range of methods of manipulating hormone concentrations in animals, 
including humans. In all cases, however, it is of crucial importance to scale the treatment against 
normal variation in hormone concentrations, in order to prevent levels that do not occur in a normal 
population. Moreover, hormone concentrations may have non-linear effects, so that dose response 
curves may be necessary (Costantini et al., 2010). 

Manipulation of hormone levels in the embryo

The best way to manipulate prenatal exposure to hormones is to manipulate directly hormone 
concentrations in the embryo. In placental animals this always affects the mother too, so the 
effect on the offspring may be confounded by maternal effects. Moreover, it is known that the 
fetus and mother communicate by means of hormones and may adjust their signals to each other 
(Del Giudice, 2012), which makes the interpretation of the effect of the manipulation even more 
difficult. Therefore, a flourishing field of research makes use of egg laying species, especially birds, 
in which prenatal hormones are manipulated. As the embryo develops outside the mother’s body in 
a sealed environment, hormone exposure of the embryo can be measured and manipulated without 
interfering with the mother. Eggs can be injected with hormones into the yolk, or even into the 
embryo directly in a later stage of development. This can be easily applied by cleaning the egg shell 
with alcohol, drilling a small hole in the shell, and injecting the hormone solution into the yolk 
or embryo with the help of candling the egg for visual guidance. Many studies have applied this 
technique in the framework of sexual differentiation, using extremely high dosages of the hormone. 
More recently much lower dosages within the physiological range of the species have been shown 
to affect many aspects of the phenotype of the chick (for a review of gonadal hormones see von 
Engelhardt and Groothuis, 2011; for stress hormones Henriksen et al., 2011). Only very few studies 
have examined the effects of the manipulation in ovo on lateralization, so far with inconsistent 
results (Pfannkuche et al., 2011; Rogers and Deng, 2005; Schwarz and Rogers, 1992). 

Recently it has been discovered that the embryo, even before the development of active gonads, is 
capable of metabolizing hormones, such as those received from the mother (or an injection) (von 
Engelhardt and Groothuis, 2005). This warrants further research in order to establish the effective 
dosage to which the embryo is exposed in different phases of development. 

Manipulation of hormone levels of the mother

Another, but less preferred way (since hormone levels in the embryo do not necessarily reflect 
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those in the mother: see above), is to manipulate circulating hormone levels in the mother during 
pregnancy or egg production. In many cases elevated hormone levels in the mother may elevate 
those in the embryo (Groothuis and Schwabl, 2008), as these elevated levels are often so high that 
maternal regulation cannot prevent the hormones from reaching the embryo. Although this may 
lead to other correlated maternal effects (for example, stress hormones inhibit the nutrient flow 
to the embryo, see Henriksen et al., 2011), such studies have been applied frequently and suggest 
potential flexibility and hormonal pathways for regulating brain and behavioural lateralization. 

Manipulating hormones in reproductively active females can simply be done by injection or 
implantation techniques, or mixing the hormone through the food or water. Injection leads only to 
brief elevations as the hormone quickly degrades (half time value of steroids is about 15 minutes), 
unless the hormone is modified to make it more stable (for example testosterone propionate). A 
solution to this problem is the subcutaneous implantation of controlled release delivery systems, 
such as silicon tubers or mini-pumps filled with hormone (solution), for which only local anaesthesia 
may be necessary. The dynamics of the released hormones should be checked by blood sampling. 
In case of cortisol or corticosterone, such implants often have a paradoxical effect in that after a 
short peak blood plasma concentrations decrease substantially. This is probably caused by feedback 
mechanisms in the animal, as a continuous high level of stress hormones is detrimental. This effect 
can be avoided by mini-pumps that are programmed such that the release or hormones is pulsative, 
or by simply mixing the hormone with the food twice a day. Finally, plasters that release hormone 
through the skin can also be applied. 

All these techniques elevate circulating levels. Preferably, the complementary experiment in which 
hormone levels are lowered should also be conducted. This can be done by applying blockers of 
either specific enzymes that convert hormones to other components (such as aromatase converting 
testosterone to estradiol), or by applying receptor blockers. The problem of the first is that blocking 
of conversion results in higher concentrations of the hormone that would normally be converted. 
The problem of the latter is that the extent of their effectiveness (how many receptors are blocked 
for how long) is difficult to establish; this needs injections with labelled hormones and sacrificing of 
the embryos to estimate the amount of bound receptors. 

THE STUDY OF POSTNATAL EFFECTS

The methods previously discussed under in the sections ‘Blood, urine or saliva from the mother 
during pregnancy’ and ‘Manipulation of hormone levels of the mother’ can also be applied to study 
the postnatal hormonal effects on lateralization of brain and behaviour. Obviously, estimating 
actual hormone exposure is much easier when the subject is not confined in the mother or in the 
egg. Fortunately in many species the timing of the sensitive period for organizing effects of steroid 
hormones extends to early postnatal life (Hines, 2006). In small animals the sampling of enough 
blood for hormone analyses without sacrificing the individual may be a problem. 
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CORRELATIONAL METHODS

For correlational research the postnatal phase offers some additional possibilities compared with 
studying the prenatal phase. First, additional sensitive phases for organizing effects of hormones on 
the brain and behaviour may be detected by studying different age classes. For example, currently 
evidence is accumulating that organizing effects also occur during puberty in mammals. Second, 
plasticity in the relationships between hormones and lateralization might be detected by studying 
changes over time, which could also indicate reversible activating effects of the hormone. This can 
be analysed by studying (changes in) direction and strength of lateralization in relation to changes 
in hormone levels, such as the natural occurring hormonal fluctuations during 24 hours (being 
especially pronounced in cortisol and corticosterone, but also in gonadal hormones), during the 
estrous cycle in females (e.g. Hodgetts et al., 2015), or the season of the year (for example, the change 
from non-reproductive to reproductive modes).

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: MANIPULATION OF HORMONE LEVELS

Since correlational evidence is by no means evidence for causal relationships, experimental 
approaches are indispensable. For this the methods discussed in the section ‘Manipulation of 
hormone levels of the mother’ can also be applied to offspring postnatally. For studying short-lasting 
activating effects an additional method can be used, being nose sprays that can even be used on 
human subjects. Nose sprays have mild and short-lasting effects. This method has been applied in 
humans for testing hormonal effects on competitive or altruistic behaviour (Fischer et al., 2005; 
Wright et al., 2012), but to our knowledge lateralization has not been studied with this method. 
In humans we cannot experimentally test longer lasting treatment effects, or organizing effects, 
by manipulation of sex hormones in participants without medical indication. Treatment with 
hormones or hormone blockers based on medical indication can be used in humans, although 
again confounding influence of the medical history might be in play here. A very interesting case 
for, and perhaps the only way for the experimental study of organizing effects of steroid hormones 
on lateralization in humans, is the hormonal treatment of Gender Dysphoria. Therefore we will 
discuss this more extensively. 

Hormone treatment in persons with Gender Dysphoria

Persons with Gender Dysphoria experience a mismatch between their biological sex and their gender 
identity. They have the feeling they are trapped in the wrong body. In some cases, transgender 
individuals chose hormone treatment, sometimes together with surgery, to improve the match 
between their body and experienced gender. 
Because substantial hormone manipulation for scientific purposes only is not allowed in humans, there 
is always a confounding effect of the medical condition. However, apart from their Gender Dysphoria, 
most transgender individuals are mentally and physically fit. This is even a requirement for treatment. 
As the transgender clinics offer careful preparation and guidance, the participants are followed 
longitudinally for their treatment. Often they are enthusiastic to take part in scientific research in 
order to increase knowledge about their condition. The longitudinal study of the effects of cross-sex 
hormone treatment is therefore feasible. In addition, the age of transgender individuals presenting at a 
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gender clinic differs greatly, from very young children to adults, enabling research at varying ages and 
treatment stages in order to study potential sensitive windows for hormonal effects on lateralization. 

Two different hormone treatments are applied in the treatment of transgender individuals: puberty 
suppression and cross-sex hormone treatment. Puberty suppression is applied from the onset of 
puberty and the emergence of secondary sex characteristics and gives time for a decision to be made 
about further treatment or not. From about 18 years onwards, they can subsequently start cross-sex 
hormone treatment if they wish to do so and are found to be eligible. Adults diagnosed with Gender 
Dysphoria may also be subject to cross-sex hormone treatment if found to be eligible. Before any 
treatment starts, the patients have several sessions with a psychologist and psychiatrist, they undergo 
numerous psychological tests and medical examinations to ensure the state of their mental and 
physical health, hormone levels are measured and stage of puberty is assessed by a doctor in case of 
young patients. This provides a wealth of interesting data for studying the direct effects of steroid 
hormones on lateralization of brain and behaviour over time in humans. A limitation may be that 
it is unknown if research on persons with Gender Dysphoria translates to the general population.

PUBERTY SUPPRESSION: Normally, puberty is initiated by the hypothalamus, which releases 
gonadotropin-releasing hormones (GnRH). GnRH stimulates in both sexes the pituitary to release 
LH and FSH in order to stimulate the gonads to produce sex hormones, inducing pubertal changes 
in the body. Naturally, GnRH levels fluctuate during the day. In puberty suppression GnRH 
agonists are administered at a continuous level. After the initial stimulation this will actually 
block the release of LH and FSH and thereby the gonadal hormone production (Hembree et al., 
2009; Kreukels and Cohen-Kettenis, 2011). Puberty suppression is started from an age of 12 years 
onwards, provided that the child diagnosed with Gender Dysphoria has experienced puberty for at 
least one year and is in Tanner’s stage 2 or 3 (Marshall and Tanner, 1970, 1969).

CROSS-SEX HORMONE TREATMENT: Cross-sex hormone treatment may follow after 
puberty suppression in adolescents, or it may be applied in adults who did not receive puberty 
suppression. In adolescents, cross-sex hormone treatment starts with the induction of puberty of 
the desired sex. Feminizing puberty is induced in male-to-female transgender individuals by orally 
administering estradiol. Masculinizing puberty is induced in female-to-male transgender individuals 
by intramuscularly administering testosterone esters (a stable form of testosterone) (Hembree et al., 
2009). In adolescents the dose is increased gradually over a period of two years. Thereafter the 
adolescents receive the same cross-sex hormone treatment as adult transgender individuals.

Adult cross-sex hormone treatment in female-to-male transgender individuals is relatively simple. 
They receive testosterone orally, via the skin (transdermal) or injection. The dose depends on 
the way of administration, but is within the normal range for men. Male-to-female transgender 
individuals receive estrogens orally, transdermally or by injection. Again, the dose depends on the 
way of administration, but is within the normal range for women. In addition, male-to-female 
transgender individuals also receive antiandrogens and a GnRH agonist (leading to androgen 
suppression after some time) to suppress their endogenous sex hormones. For information which 
hormone supplements and doses are used in clinical practice, see the Guidelines on the Endocrine 
Treatment of Transsexuals (Hembree et al., 2009).
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DIFFERENT LEVELS TO STUDY THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN  
HORMONES AND LATERALIZATION IN VIVO

The aim of this section is twofold. First, we would like to point out that the relation between 
hormone exposure and lateralization can and should be studied at different levels of brain and 
behaviour, and that these have to be made explicit to avoid confusion. Moreover, these different 
levels should be studied preferably in relation to each other and in the same species. Second, we like 
to show the gaps in our knowledge at these different levels, and explain future perspectives in order 
to bring the field forward. 

The different ways and levels at which hormones can affect lateralization of brain and behaviour 
are schematically depicted in Figure 3. We will explain the different levels of the scheme and their 
relationships in te following sections.

Lateralised motor 
output Performance

Perception
& Cognition

Behaviour

Activating effects

Lateralised activation

Sensory input

Hormones

Brain

Organizing effects

Structural lateralisation

Figure 3   Schematic and simplified illustration on how and at which levels hormones can 
act on the lateralization of the brain, and thereby its functioning in the form of perception, 
cognition and behaviour. 
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HORMONES

As explained in the last paragraph of section 2, steroid hormones can have organizing and activating 
effects. Organizing effects act among others on the anatomy of the brain, including structural 
lateralization. Such effects primarily happen during sensitive periods in development, for example 
prenatally or in puberty. As depicted in the scheme organizing effects may prepare the brain for 
activating effects, for example by inducing the development of the appropriate receptors for the 
activating effects. A strict dichotomy between organizing and activating effects is debatable. For 
example, also brain activation can result in structural changes, since neuronal connections are 
strengthened by lasting activation. Also, seasonal profiles in testosterone in adult animals can lead 
to seasonal changes in the size and structure of adult brain areas, as well described for the lateralised 
song system in songbirds (Brenowitz, 2004; Moorman et al., 2012). In any case, both organizational 
and activating effects impact on the brain, the former affecting brain anatomy and the latter primarily 
affecting brain activation. By doing so, lateralization is induced if either of four requirements are 
fulfilled: 1) The receptor distribution for these hormones, or for downstream components in the 
pathway, is lateralised (Neveu et al., 1998); 2) The hormone production or conversion in the brain is 
lateralised; 3) The hormone acts on latently lateralised brain structures that become expressed only 
after hormone exposure, or that become even stronger lateralised by the performance of relevant 
behaviour; 4) The hormone acts on the corpus callosum (if present, depending on the species), or on 
other connections between the hemispheres, affecting mainly the strength of lateralization. 

BRAIN LATERALIZATION

The difference between brain anatomy and brain activation seems obvious: it is the difference 
between physical brain structure and neuronal activity. However, how anatomy and activation 
relate to each other is not always clear. For example, anatomically identical hemispheres may have 
lateralised activation. Vice versa, anatomically different hemispheres do not necessarily show 
lateralised activation. 

Structural lateralization of the brain

Brain structure can be studied in different ways. The most direct way is to look at the brain post-
mortem, or even during surgery. For obvious reasons, this is easier in non-human animals than in 
humans. Alternatively, brain structure can be investigated with MRI. Other techniques are PET 
and DTI - techniques that can measure aspects of both brain anatomy and activation. During a 
scan the subject should not move, so an MRI scan in animals is possible only if the animal is trained 
not to move in the scanner, if the animal is tightly restricted, or if the animal is sedated. The latter 
option is the most prevailing one. 

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) computes a 3D-image of the brain, based on 
information on the type and location of tissues like white matter, grey matter and cerebrospinal 
fluid. In lateralization research MRI can be used to compare white and grey matter volumes, the size 
of the surface area between the hemispheres, or the volume of specific brain areas, like the corpus 
callosum. The corpus callosum is especially of interest when testing theories about the influence 
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of testosterone on the strength of brain lateralization (e.g. the sexual differentiation theory, the 
Callosal Theory). It is also relevant to investigate the influence of steroid hormones on lateralised 
development of sexually dimorphic brain areas. The bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) and 
the interstitial nucleus of the anterior hypothalamus (INAH, specifically the INAH-2 and INAH-
3) are sexually dimorphic in humans and rodents, while hormone dependent areas controlling song 
are sexually dimorphic in song birds (Gahr, 2007). Interestingly, these brain areas are also part of 
lateralised networks which may be responsible for sex differences in lateralization (Moorman et al., 
2012). Similarly, in the domestic chick the organisation of the thalamofugal visual projections is 
sexually dimorphic (Adret and Rogers, 1989).

DIFFUSION TENSOR IMAGING (DTI) may be used to study lateralization of brain networks. It 
is a technique to track the neural connections in the brain from MRI data. This technique is relevant 
in lateralization research as it can show the connections between the left and right hemisphere via 
the Corpus Callosum. One can also visualize and quantify the connections within hemispheres 
and how they differ between hemispheres. 

POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY (PET) may be used to study lateralised differences 
in receptor densities, e.g. of serotonin (Fink et al., 2009) or dopamine (Vernaleken et al., 2007). 
Therefore, PET offers a specific opportunity for studies investigating the relation between hormones 
and lateralization. It uses a bioactive molecule labelled with a positron-emitting radionuclide 
(tracer), which is injected in the blood. The tracer emits gamma-rays which are detected by the PET-
scanner. The output of a PET scan is a 3D representation of the locations where the molecule binds. 
By labelling the steroid hormone, receptor densities in the brain can be measured with PET. In 
humans, the use of PET scans is mostly restricted to medical studies as a PET scan involves exposure 
to nuclear radiation. PET is more often used in animal research. 

Functional lateralization of the brain 

Functional activation of the brain is typically studied when the brain is processing information. 
Brain activation is commonly investigated in humans, but increasingly in animals too. Lateralised 
brain activation can be measured non-invasively with fMRI, fTCD, PET and EEG. It can even be 
manipulated by TMS (Rotenberg et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2006).

FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (fMRI) is based on the assumption that 
the oxygen level in the blood is directly linked to neural activity. The oxygen level in the blood is 
measured with the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) response, which can be determined 
when applying a magnetic field to the brain. fMRI makes a 3D-image of the brain and shows the 
brain regions that are active during a specific task. It is possible to perform an fMRI-scan with other 
animal species than humans, if the animal is trained to lie motionless in a scanner and to look at a 
screen, or if the animal is sedated and receives stimuli that can still be perceived such as auditory or 
olfactory input. The task is then limited to processing of sensory input or measurement of resting 
state.

PET can also be used to measure aspects of brain activation when radioactive labelled tracers are 
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used that trace metabolic activity, such as oxygen or glucose (Willis et al., 2002). The oxygen-tracer 
has a very short half-life, therefore the tracer is more often linked to glucose. In humans, functional 
PET-scans are not used for lateralization research (fMRI is the preferred technique). In animals, 
PET can be a preferred option to study animals that first perform a task and subsequently are 
scanned when sedated. The activation is measurable for a longer time than is the case with fMRI 
(depending on the half-life of the label).

FUNCTIONAL TRANSCRANIAL DOPPLER SONOGRAPHY (fTCD) measures task related 
differences in blood supply to the left and right hemisphere, i.e. the blood flow velocity in the left 
and right mid-cerebral arteries during a cognitive task, relative to the blood flow velocity in each 
during the baseline. For example, if the left hemisphere is dominant for language, the blood flow 
velocity will increase more in the left than in the right hemisphere during a language task, relative 
to the baseline. This method is based on the assumption that blood flow velocity increases after a 
hemisphere becomes more active. fTCD measures both the strength and direction (left or right 
hemisphere) of lateralization. It is a validated, cheap and easy method to assess and the device is 
portable (Deppe et al., 2004; Stroobant and Vingerhoets, 2000). A cap with 2 probes is placed on 
the head of a participant. Both probes emit a high-pitched sound signal that reflects off the blood 
cells in the left and right middle cerebral artery. The middle cerebral artery supplies the major part 
of the cortex with blood. The faster the blood flows, the bigger the Doppler shift of the reflected 
signal. Movement of the probes impairs the measurement and fTCD is therefore only performed 
in humans.

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (EEG) and MAGNETOENCEPHALOGRAPHY (MEG): 
EEG is a technique that measures the electrical activity of the brain, via electrodes on the scalp. 
MEG is a related technique but uses magnetic sensors for the recording. The main advantage of 
EEG and MEG is that they measure brain activity with a temporal accuracy of typically 1 ms. 
The average activation after presentation of a series of stimuli is called the ‘event-related potential’ 
(ERP) (Honing et al., 2012; Rowan et al., 2004). These ERP’s can be compared for different brain 
regions. With regard to brain lateralization, the ERP’s can be compared between the left and the 
right hemisphere. Source localization software can be used to look for lateralised differences in the 
dynamics of activity when processing a stimulus. The change in strength of activation at specific 
3D-locations is calculated, as well as the localization of the activation source over time. Thus, one 
can follow the sequential activation of lateral brain areas with great temporal accuracy. However, 
the spatial accuracy is less precise than with fMRI. 

TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION (TMS) may result in an excitatory or an 
inhibitory effect on a targeted brain region by applying a conditioning stimulus sequence with a 
magnetic coil. The magnetic coil is placed over a specific region of the cortex. The magnetic field 
induces electric currents in the brain region under the coil, for example the cortex or cerebellum. 
Inhibition and excitation of the specific brain area depend on the characteristics of the stimulus 
sequence. TMS can be applied during task performance to study the involvement of these brain 
areas in task-related information processing. Until now TMS has rarely been used in lateralization 
research that evaluates hormones, but this technique has the potential to study the effects of 
hormones on lateralised differences in the behavioural output during a task when TMS is applied 
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to homologous areas of the brain.

IMMEDIATE EARLY GENES (IEGs) are expressed when neurons are activated. Products of IEGs 
can be stained, such as the well-known c-fos protein. C-fos is rapidly and transiently expressed in 
many brain areas in response to a wide range of stimuli. Thus, c-fos and other IEG products can 
be used to detect neural activity. The procedure is as follows: an animal is subjected to a specific 
environmental condition or stimulus, after which it is decapitated, and the brain slices are stained. 
This way a detailed functional map of the brain regions activated after an environmental trigger 
is made and lateralised activation can be measured. For example, based on c-fos expression, 
lateralization of auditory input has been found (Moorman et al., 2012). 

The output from all of these methods may be used to calculate a laterality index that represents 
brain lateralization. In addition, lateralization can also be measured at different levels, as we will 
explain in the next paragraphs.

SENSORY INPUT

Sensory input can be given to a specific hemisphere and can in this way be used to investigate brain 
lateralization, either by monitoring brain activity or behavioural output. For example, visual input 
can be presented to the left or right visual field, or auditory input to the left or right ear. The tests are 
based on the assumption that sensory input is differently processed in the left or right hemisphere, 
resulting in a different perception of the stimuli, which can be estimated with ERP, neuroimaging 
or behavioural output. Theoretically, tests could be designed for all sensory modalities. In humans, 
frequently applied tests are dichotic listening, visual half-field tasks, and - as a special case of the 
latter - chimeric face recognition. In animals, the left and right eye, ear or nostril can be alternately 
closed off from input and the effect on behavioural output can be determined. In addition, visual 
scanning or ear movement can be registered after offering different types of stimuli.

DICHOTIC LISTENING: this is a test used in humans presenting different auditory stimuli – 
generally brief words – to both ears simultaneously. The participant is instructed to report as many 
stimuli as possible. Participants typically report more stimuli presented to the right ear. Auditory 
information is passed to the contralateral hemisphere to be processed. As the left hemisphere is 
specialized in language processing in most people, the words presented to the right ear are generally 
processed faster. This asymmetry results in a right ear advantage, which is interpreted as evidence 
that language in that person is lateralised to the left hemisphere. 

VISUAL HALF FIELD PARADIGMS: visual information in the left visual field projects to and 
is initially processed in the right hemisphere and vice versa. Visual half field paradigms make use 
of this knowledge. The participant has to sit exactly in front of a computer screen and stimuli are 
presented at the left or right side of a fixation cross in the centre. Reaction time for stimuli presented 
in the left visual field is compared to reaction time for stimuli presented in the right visual field, and 
used to measure asymmetry in visual perception. Similarly, asymmetry of language processing can 
be measured if letters or words are used as stimuli.
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CHIMERIC FACES: this method is a special case of the visual half field paradigm, but aims to 
measure visual processing at a higher level of cognition, that is the perception of facial emotion. The 
participant is placed in front of a computer screen. Two vertically arranged pictures are depicted in 
the middle of the screen. One half of each picture shows a neutral face, and the other half shows an 
emotional face. The two pictures are mirrored, so in one picture the emotion is shown on the left 
side of the face (in the left visual field) and in the other picture the emotion is shown in the right 
visual field. The task of the participant is to say which picture looks more emotional. The idea is that 
facial emotion processing is generally lateralised to the right hemisphere, and that the picture with 
emotion in the left visual field (which is processed by the right hemisphere) looks more emotional.

PERCEPTION AND COGNITION 

Brain lateralization can directly influence behaviour, or via perception or cognition. It is impossible 
to measure perception or cognition directly, so the only way is to assess it indirectly via behaviour or 
cognitive performance, discussed below. This is important to realize, as lack of a lateralised response 
does not necessarily imply lack of lateralised cognition or perception. 

Behaviour

Behaviour can be a direct result of brain lateralization, but lateralised behaviour may also be a direct 
consequence of asymmetrical sensory input. For example, a tendency for an animal to flee to one 
specific direction may simply be due to asymmetry in the environment or test apparatus. In such 
cases care should be taken to test the animal in completely symmetrical environments, or test the 
animal in balanced directions. For example, testing the animal in a corridor both from south to 
north, and north to south, so that the right side also becomes the left side, and vice versa. Thus, 
when testing lateralised behaviour, one should make sure the sensory input is symmetrical, or use a 
balanced design with respect to the symmetry of the environment.

Two types of behavioural output can be distinguished: lateralised motor output and performance. 
Lateralised motor output refers to asymmetry in behaviour, for example, the lateralization of limb 
use is often quantified as the number of times the right limb is used, minus that of the left one, 
divided by the total number of limb movements. This is called the lateralization index. Performance 
refers to a measurement of quality. Performance is measured as how well an individual performs a 
certain task, mostly a motor task or a cognitive task, like spatial orientation or language fluency. 

Lateralised motor output

In some cases the relationship between lateralised brain activation and lateralised behaviour is clear. 
This is, for example, the case in limb movement, where lateralised activation in the motor cortex 
precedes movement of the limb at the contralateral side of the body. In other cases this is less clear. 
For example, the asymmetry in the visual pathway in the domestic chick disappears in the first 
weeks of development, whereas in older birds the function of the left and right eye still differ. In 
non-human animals, most lateralization research is about lateralised behaviour, as lateralised brain 
activation is difficult to assess.
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One of the remarkable characteristics of motor behaviour among vertebrates is that there may be 
preferences for left or right. Examples are the flight response and limb preference. Most studies 
focus on preferences in limb use, in which the direction (i.e. which limb is used most often) and 
the strength of the preference (i.e. the difference in frequency between the left and right limb use 
irrespective of the direction) is investigated. Much less frequently, and perhaps exclusively in humans, 
asymmetry in limb skill can also be analysed. ‘Limb skill’ refers to the difference in performance 
between the hands. For humans there are several tests to test this, such as the pegboard task, which 
requires moving pegs as quickly as possible from one hole to another. It is likely that evolution has 
selected asymmetries in skill rather than preference. Other lateralised motoric responses concern 
the direction of turning in a symmetrical environment, fleeing for a (simulated) predator, or ear 
movements in species where both ears can move independently, such as in horses. However, in the 
case of ear movement, as well as in many other orientation responses, the asymmetry in behaviour 
represents lateralization in perception rather than lateralization in motor responses. 

The lateralization index is often calculated to quantify lateralised motor output. The lateralization 
index describes both direction and strength of lateralization. It should be realized that this ratio 
requires sufficient data points per individual to be reliable. For measuring lateralization at the 
population level, one could in theory measure many individuals of the same population only once. 
However, one should realise that lateralization at the population level is different from that of 
the individual level. This issue relates to the difference between lateralization at the level of the 
individual or the population. At the population level no disparity from 50% left and right may be 
present, whereas within this population some individuals may be strongly lateralised to the left and 
others to the right. Therefore one should always measure individual lateralization. This does not 
mean that population lateralization is not interesting. From an evolutionary point of view a skew in 
population lateralization is very interesting and several hypotheses have been put forward to explain 
such biases (Cashmore et al., 2008), but this is outside the scope of this chapter. 

Performance

The relation between brain lateralization and behaviour is not always observable (Hirnstein et 
al., 2010; Lust et al., 2011a; Lust et al., 2011b; Stroobant et al., 2011), for example in language. 
Language is generally a strongly lateralised function, yet we do not see this in the behavioural 
output. The same holds for visuospatial orientation. These are the two most studied lateralised 
cognitive functions in humans. A common mistake is to assume brain lateralization and cognitive 
performance are directly related. This assumption is often based on indirect evidence. An example 
is the following. Boys generally perform better on a visuospatial task than girls. Boys are also 
generally more strongly lateralised to the right hemisphere for visuospatial function. Therefore one 
may conclude that stronger lateralization results in better performance and that performance is a 
measurement of lateralization. However, the relationship between lateralization and performance 
is actually not clear. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In this chapter we have presented methods to measure steroid hormones, lateralization and their 
relationships. Lateralization can be measured at different levels, and on every level many lateralized 
functions can be investigated. To this end one can select from multiple study species. From the 
overview it is apparent that many techniques that are developed for humans may be used in other 
animals as well. Animal studies offer crucial experimental manipulations that are unacceptable 
to be used in humans for ethical reasons, such as hormone manipulation and injection with 
radioactive labelled tracers. On the other hand, human studies allow for extensive analyses of 
complex cognition, which is more difficult to study in animals. The use of similar procedures in 
all species would enhance the insight in the possible evolutionary explanation for the emergence of 
lateralized functions.

With respect to hormones, most research until now has focused on testosterone. This has been 
driven by three theories that have been put forward, with predictions of organizing effects of 
prenatal testosterone on direction and/or strength of lateralization. There are no theories on 
activating effects of testosterone on brain lateralization, nor are there theories on interactions 
between organizing and activating effects. Steroid hormones other than testosterone have received 
less or no attention, and theories for their effects have not been developed yet. Moreover, the 
possibility that specific combinations of hormones affect lateralization has not been tested yet. 
Furthermore, the measurement of the differences in hormone exposure between (homologous) 
brain areas due to differences in receptor densities or enzyme distribution is still underdeveloped. 
It is also important to realize that the underlying hormonal mechanism is not necessarily the same 
for different lateralized functions. More accurate and complete measurements of the underlying 
endocrine systems, including potentially asymmetrical local conversion of hormones and receptor 
densities, are needed. To make it even more complex, the underlying mechanism is not necessarily 
the same for different species. For example, in birds, estrogens are crucial for sexual differentiation 
in females, whereas in mammals testosterone has this role in males. These species also differ in the 
presence of the corpus callosum. In addition, more attention should be given to manipulations 
within the physiological range of the study species. The methods to investigate all these issues are 
available, including research tools to measure or manipulate hormone levels that have not been 
used in lateralization research yet, like uro-genital distance, hormonal nose-sprays, and puberty 
suppression and cross-sex hormone treatment in persons with Gender Dysphoria. So hopefully 
these issues will be investigated in the near future. 

At the level of the brain, structural asymmetries can be detected, but their development is poorly 
understood. The function of these structural asymmetries is also not clear. Brain lateralization is 
not a unitary characteristic of the entire brain. There are numerous lateralized functions and the 
relation between them is unclear. For example, the directions and strengths of brain lateralization for 
language, visuospatial function and emotion processing in humans are not at all strongly correlated 
(Lust et al., 2011a), showing not only substantial within but also between individual variation. 
Moreover there is an endless amount of other functions that could possibly be lateralized, and one 
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brain area can be part of different networks. For example, it can be part of a lateralized network, 
while the same area can be part of another (global) network spreading over two hemispheres. The 
relationship between different lateralised functions should be investigated within study species. 
Interestingly, human research has increasing possibilities for studying lateralization of functional 
brain networks, like DTI and source localization in EEG or MEG. Using these techniques - also in 
different species - is an opportunity for future research.

With respect to lateralised perception and cognition, we have stressed that these cannot be 
measured directly but have to be inferred from evoked brain responses, lateralised motor output, 
or performance measures. The relationship between such output measures, including behavioural 
measures, and brain lateralization is unlikely to be unitary and linear. For example, handedness in 
humans correlates only moderately with lateralized activation of the homologous motor areas in the 
brain. Thus, the challenge is to explore multifactorial and non-linear relationships.

TO CONCLUDE, after decades of research the relationships between steroid hormones and 
lateralization of brain and behaviour are still unclear. This may in part be due to lack of generalizability 
between studies, or limitations of hormone manipulations or measurements. We especially want 
to highlight the need for an interdisciplinary approach, combining up to date techniques in 
endocrinology with those in neuroimaging, cognition, and behavioural measurements. There 
should also be more cross-talk between human and non-human studies. Focusing on one specific 
lateralised trait, such as limb preference or the visual system, may be of help when generalizing 
outcomes between different species. Comparative studies may not only generate new insights and 
unexpected mechanisms, but also shed light on Darwinian function and evolution of lateralization, 
which in turn may fertilize mechanistic studies. Such comparative studies may reveal general 
underlying principles. We now have the knowledge and the techniques to bring the field a step 
further.
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